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On a Generalization of the Spaces of Quasi-Constant Curvature 

S. JIANC 

Some properties and metrics are obtained for the Riemannian manifold satisfying the condi-
tions

R(X,Y)Z = k(<Y,Z>X- <X,Z>Y)*m(<v,z><x,Q> - <x,z><v,o>)u ( x Y, Z u1). 
R(X,U)U=liX 

These manifolds are a natural generalization of the spaces of quasi- constant curvature. 
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1 . Introduction 

S.S.Chern [3] has studied some properties of the curvature and characteristic classes of a 
Riemannian manifold (Mg) whose Riemann curvature tensor R satisfies the relation 

(R(Z,W)Y,X) - S(X,Z)S(Y,W) - S(X,W)S(Y,Z),	 (I) 
where S is a symmetric tensor of type (0,2), and > the inner product with respect to g. It is 
known that the spaces of quasi—constant curvature [I] are of form (I) In physical literature, the 
4—dimensional Lorentzian manifolds of quasi—constant curvature are called infinitesimally spatially 
isotropic, they are conformally flat solutions of Einstein's gravitational field equations for the per-
fect fluid matter [5]. 

In this note we shall consider a class of Riemannian manifolds which is a natural generalization 
of the spaces of quasi—constant curvature. These manifolds do not satisfy the relation of form (I). 
but still have some remarkable properties in their curvature and characteristic classes. Their physi-
cal background is the cosmological models with heat now [6]. with an assumption that they are 
conformally flat. 

2 . Conditions on curvature 

The space of quasi—constant curvature, due to Vranceanu [7], is an n—dimensional Riemannian 
manifold which locally admits an orthonormal frame field (e4} such that 

- k, v,., h (4,8 < n; A # B)	 (2a) 

4JCD° (A,B.C,D<n; C#AB)	 (2b) 
- v 4,,, — 0 (4 0 aB)	 (2c)
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where k and h are two functions, and 

A8CD < R(e. e 0 )e,, e4>. 
We consider now a Riemannian manifold (M. g) of dimension n 4, where g is positively def-

inite. Suppose there exist on M two unit vector fields U and Q which are orthogonal each other, 
and three real-valued functions k. m and I,, such that 

R(X,Y)Z = k (< Y,Z > X - <X,Z)Y) + m(< Y,Z)<X,Q) - <X,Z)(Y,Q>)V,	(3) 
for all X,Y,ZEU, and

R(X,U)U=hX	for all XEU,	 (4) 
where U is the (n—l)—dimensional distribution orthogonal to U. 

By computing, we have 

Theorem 1 : Under the local orthonormal frame field {e 4 } in which e U. denoting Q 4 = 
<Q. e4 >, where A = 1, 2.....n, the conditions (3) and (4) hold if and only if 

y	=k(b p 5 . —ö 5 )	 (5a) 
44" 	p. 4, 

= h5 4,	 (Sb) 

y	= m(QS - Q , O ,, ),	 (5c) 

where p, q, r, s=I.....n—I. 

From (Sa—c) and (2a—c) we obtain 

Corollary : The Riemannian manifolds satisfying (3) and (4) 
(I) become spaces of quasi—constant curvature if and only if m =0 and 
(ii) are conformally fiat. Their Ricci tensor S may be decomposed as 

S= —[(n-2)k+h]g+(n-2)(k—h)u®u—(n-2)m(q(&u+u®q), 
where u and q are 1—forms such that u(X) <U,X> and q(X) <Q,X> for each tangent vector I. 

B.Y.Chen and K.Yano [21 introduced and studied the notion of special conformally fiat 
space, for which the components of curvature tensor Kk,, * can be written in the form 

A =SAL_SAL.+Lhg_Lkg, 
AP	I 

.rhcre L	L,,,g , and

L = _1 (2_a2)gp(Va)(Vcx) 

for two functions a, $ and some constant A. C. C. Hwang [4] has proved that each special 
conform ally flat space is a space of quasi—constant curvature. Hence, the Riemannian manifolds 
satisfying coditions (3) and (4) generalize the notion of the special conformally flat spaces as well as 
that of the spaces of quasi—constant curvature. 

Now we denote by K(XA Y) the sectional curvature of a Riemannian manifold at its point p in 
the direction of section plane spanned by vectors land Y. 

Theorem 2 : Let M be a Riemannian manifold satisfying conditions (3) and (4)
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Then

K(XA Y) = k for all X,YEU1
	

(6) 

K(XAU)=h for all XeU1.	 (7) 
Proof	Since

<R(X. MA Y) 
<A. X)(Y. 

(R(X. K(XA U) =
<x, xxu, 

by noting (U, U> = 1, <X, U) = 0, from (3) as

Y)Y, X) 
r>-<x. Y>2 
U)U. X) 
U>-<x, U>2 

d (4) it follows (6) and (7) I 

3 . Canonical metrics 

It is known that a space of quasi-constant curvature can be foliated by a system of totally umbilical 
hypersurfaces of constant curvature [4]. As a generalization, we can consider those Riemannian 
manifolds which satisfy (3) and (4) and have a foliation by a system of totally umbilical hypersurfaces 
with normal vector field U. From the equations of Gauss, we know that each of the hypersurfaces 
is of constant curvature. Hence we can write the metrics locally in the form 

ds2	i{ >2(cj,') 2 + V2(dx)21.	 (8a) 

Using Theorem 1, we find

U=AE(x')2+B,x'+c	 (Sb) 

V = a>(x')2 + >b ,x' + c.	 (8c) 

where A, B1. C. a, b, and c are functions of f only, UV#O. 
Conversely, when (8a-c) hold, we have the equalities (5a-c) with 

k=4Ac_EB_(-) 

V ax U V ä	 ,- ax' 
aIlaU\ mQ	U-- -----j	(j= 1, 2, "., n-I) 
a' ax' 

Noting the last equality and the Corollary of Theorem 1, we have the following 

Theorem 3 : The metrics (8a-c) satisfy the conditions (3) and (4). They will be 
the metrics of quasi—constant curvature if and only if 

Vax 

In particular, when W/ ax * Vf(x). where f (x ) is a function of f only, we
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get Hwang's metrics of the spaces of quasi—constant curvature [4]. 

4. Characteristic classes 

We consider now some global properties. 
Tbeorew 4 : Let M be a compact orientable Riemannian manifold of even 

dimension n=2s. n 4. Suppose M satisfies (3) and (4). Then 

(2s - 1)11 fk_ 2  kh -?:aml)dv. 
(2,) 	2s—I 

where y(M) is the Euler—Poirscarb characteristic of M, but in the case k- 0 and 2. = 4 
the factor k' 2 must be omitted. 

Proof : Make use of an orthonormal frame field {e4 } such that e, — U. It is known that [3] 

	

Z(M) (= l	 (9a)
 2 nslM 

and

—	
I 3 2

	

Eli, 	2 -I2	
(9b) 

where	are determined by the structure equations of M: 

dco 4 = Ea) 3 Aw,4 , (D 43 +	= 0BA 

dw 	w 4 Aw , + fl 43	 (IOa) 
C

(lOb) 
2 . 

where i. f — I,	', n — I. 
When 2s>4, or 2s=4 and k'3'O. substituting (IOa) and (lOb) into (9b), and using <Q. Q> 

we see

— 2's!(2s - I)!!( - l)'k2[hk - 2(s I m2]dV,	 (II) 

d V w I twt'tw2 
When 2s = 4 and k 0, in a like manner, we have 

— —I6m 2 dV.	 (12) 
Substituting (11) or (12) into (9a), we find the statement I 

Corollary : Let M be a compact oriensable Riemannian manifold of even dimension 
n= 2s, n 4. Suppose the curvature tensor of M satisfies conditions (3) and (4). 

i) If hk<0 on M everywere, then x(M) has the same sign as - k2. 
ii) If k vanishes identically and n>4, then (M)=O. 
iii) If k vanishes identically and n = 4,  then y(M) 0. and equality holds if and only
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if M is of quit—constant curvature. 
iv) If h vanishes identically but k*O, then x(M) is 0 or has the same sign as 

- k2. according as M is of quasi—constant curvature or not. 

The Corollary of Theorem 4 partially generalizes the Theorem 3 of Chem (3]. 
The author would like to thank the referee for constructive criticisms and helpful suggestions. 
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It is a matter of fact that modern operator theory is very much influenced by problems in 
electrical engineering, especially problems in networks, systems and control, and scattering 
theory. Taking this into account many workshops and conferences dedicated to the applicati-
ons have been organized in the past. One of the most important and traditional meetings with 
this dedication are the biannual symposia on Mathematical Theory of Networks and Systems 
(MTNS). The MTNS meetings bring together mathematicians from different fields with


